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A Woman's Life as Ancillary Text:
The Printed Text of the Biography of
Elizabeth Tanfield Cary

Je e G. wan
University ofNonhern Iowa

the first w man to write and publish an original play in
EngJj h, Elizabeth Tanfield Cary, Viscounte Falkland, ha
become the ubject of increa ed attention and appreciation
over the last few decade . ince a major reason for studying ary has
been the feminist motivation to document women's contributions to
the English language and its literature and culture, biograprucally
informed riti i m has naturally drawn much anention. With Cary,
biographically informed riticism ha been fo tered by the existence
of the Life of Cary,' a biography written within a couple of decades of

A

1
0n rhc authorsh ip of the manuscript Lift, see Barbara Lewal ki, Writing
Women in ja,obean England ( ambridge: Harvard niversity Press, 1993), 384,
n. 9; Donald W . Fo tcr, "Resurrecting the Author: Elizabeth Tanfield ary,"
Privileging Gender i11 Early Modem England, ed. Jean R. Brink (l(j rksville,
Mo.: ixteenth cntury Journal Publi her , r993), 141,3; and the introduction to Barry Weller and Margaret W. Fcrgu on's edition of Cary's play and
the biography, The Tragedy ofMariam: The Fair Queen ofjew,y, with the Lady
Falkla11d: Her Lift by One of Her Daughters (Berkeley: Univer ity of California
Press, 1994), esp. 1-z and 51-53, nn . 2 and esp. 3. A erring that Lucy Cary,
D ame agdalena, wrote the manu cript biography, Dorothy L. Lat'L, in
"Glow-Worm Light": Writi11gs of 17th Century English Recusant Women from
Original Ma1111scripts ( alzburg: Univer irar alzburg, 1989), al o pre cnts
edited excerpt from the manu cript. H eather Wolfe has forthcoming new
and exren ivc evidence for attributing the biography to Lucy.
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her death primarily by one of her four conventual daughter , possibly
Anne, D ame Clementia, in collaboration with one of Cary' rwo
youngest children, Patrick. The life wa printed in book form twice
in the nineteenth century and has recently been fre hly edited and
printed expre ly for the purpose of enabling biographically informed
riticism of Cary's work, especially of her play, JV!m·iam. As the editors
of the recent edition explain, they" uspect char for mo t ir [the life]
will be an ancillary text to Mariam," which, coupled with the feeling
that "styli tic nuance seems less crucial to its value" account for why
they do not provide "a full commentary on editorial procedure" for
the life.'
Becau e the life has been imulraneously central to interpretations of Cary's play as well a marginalized a a work in itself, it
appear u eful to explore the biography' historica ll y conditioned
move from manuscript to print. ince mo t scholars and critics must
rely on a printed edition, it is furtl1er helpful to be cognizant of the
motivation , condition , and uses to which the biography ha been
subjected. Wh ile Barry Weller and l\llargaret VI/. Ferguson's recent
edition upe r cdcs the previous edition in many ignificant way ,
it does not eliminate the previou edition ' impact on Cary critici m
nor doe it eliminate the need for further study of the edition and
the manuscript life.' Thi e ay, then, hi toricizes each of the editions and poi nts out some significant contras t in the text of the
edi tions tl1at effect theme and characterizatio n in an effort to sugge t
that The lady Falkland: Her Life, in print as well a in manu cript,
warrants much more independent scholarly attention than it has as
yet received.
The two nineteenth-century edition are remarkable for their editor as well a for the motivations of the editors. The fir t edition wa
edited and published by the impetuous L iberal Catholic Richard
impson, who fir t edited and published the biography in his and Lord

'\/Veller and Ferguson, eds., 50.
' Seen. 29 for the impact of the Lift on

ary criticism.
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Acton's controversial journal, the Rambler,' and, subsequently in book
form in 1861, wirh an appendix and the life of another sevenreenthcenrury recusant, Francis Slingsby.' The other nineteenth-century
edition, wh.ich is not a second edition bur an adaptation of Simpson's
publication, was published twenty-two years later by Simpson' friend,
Lady Georgiana Fu!Jerron.' Although friends and coreligionists the
two nineteenth-century editors brought markedly different motivations
to their work, which yielded notably different stresses. Specifica!Jy,
impson's work em phasizes the biography' value a a primary hi t rical document, while Fu!Jerton's adaptation highlights the biography's
value, once clarified, as a model of conduct for female Catholics living
in a ho tile culture. The different emphases manifest themselves in the
contexts of publication as well a in the prefatory and supplementary
material.
Simpson, when he publi bed the Lift in 1857 in the Rambler and
then in 1861 in book form, was becoming known as a provocative,
even impishly flippant, Catholic convert commi tted ro reforming the

' Richard Simpson became subeditor of the Rambler in 1856 and editor
in 1857 (see Edward orman, The E11glish Catholic Church i11 the Nineteenth
Century [Oxford: Clarendon Pre ss, r984], 304). Lord Acron beca me the
nominal editor of the Rambler in 1859, leaving imp on to continue to conduct most of the rea l editorial work. ( ee The Cambridge History of English
Literature, ed. A. W . W ard and A. R. W aller, vol. 14 [New York: G. P . Putnam's Sons, r917] , 130. AJ o see chapter 3 of Damian McElrath, Richard

Simpso11 r820-1876: A Study in XIXth Century English Liberal Catholicism
acDougall, The
Acto11- Newm1111 Relatiom: The Dilemma of Cbri1tia11 Liberalism [New York:
Fordham University Press, 196~], 27-28; and Josef L. AJtholz, The liberal
Catholic Mo-uement i11 England (London: Burnes and O ates, 1962].)
' Richard Simpson, ed., The Lady Falkland: Her Life, from a MS. i11 the
Emperial Archives al Lille. /I/Jo, A Memoir of Father Fra11cis Sli11gsby, from
MSS. in the Royal Library, Brussels (London: Catholic Publishing & Bookselling Company, 1861).
•Georgiana Fullerton, ed. , The Life of Elisabeth Lady Falkland 158s-1639
(London: Burn and Oate , 1883).
[Louvai n: Univer itaire de Louvain, 1972]; Hugh A.
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Old Catholics' outdated incellecruaJ and theological methodology.'
Because he refu ed to abstain from writing on theological matter ,
which the Old Catholic , e pecially the bishops, expected of the laity,
and bccau e he championed, in irreverent and chaJlenging tones of
the Ultramontane leadership, impson wa becoming known as the
mo t in olent of "the up tart converts" associated with the Rambler.•
Even Cardinal Newman, a friend of impso n from their day at
Oxford,' recognized the potential problem of imp on's vim in his
gently satirizing description of imp on as a man who
wi ll always be clever, amu in g, brilliant, an d suggestive.
He wiU always be Bicking his whip at Bi hops, cutting them
in render places, throwing stones at acred Congregation ,
and, a he rides alo ng the high road, discharging peashooters at Cardinals who happen by bad luck to look ou t of
the window."

It is in thi s milieu that the L ife was one of the first fearure Simp on
published as editor of the Rambler, and, further, it wa at a high point
of the tensions between the Liberal C atholic and the ltramontanes
that imp on heartily devoted him elf to publishing the Life in book
form. " Two years after the Life was published in book form, econ

ee the Introduction to vol. 1 of The Corre.ipo11denu of lord Acto11 a11d
Rirhard Si111pso11, ed. Josef L. Altholz and Damian McElrath, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 197').
1 lacDougall, 28. J\lso see 1orman, 304-5.
' MacDougall, 27.
" Q 1otcd in MacDougall, 27.
11
cc lcrter #283 1 impson to Acton, 13 February 1861: "O n reaching
home l found the proofs of a quanti ty of lerters for the appendix to Lady
Falklands (sfr] life. iss t. John was to have arranged them, but has only
confounded them all together in the obscurest wa)-lr will be at least a
week's hard work to put them together, o my German will lie fallow for that
rime" ( Correspo11denu ofActon and Si111pso11, 2:11r18).
7
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and impson ceased the publication of the Home and Foreign R eview,
the succcs or to the Rambler, rather than face eve re ecclesiastical
action against thcm. 12 That the life of Elizabeth Cary commanded his
attention at thi time, and that he was so committed to it in the face
of quite an acrimonious debate, suggests that in it he saw evidence to
support his liberal and modern ideas about the church hierarchy and
the app ropriately active role of the lairy. It also suggests that his
adversaries under rood his intent in publishing the life of the mother
of England's great Lord Falkland the way he did.
Through the influence of Acton, Simpson, in his preface and in
his appendix, follows the modern German or Munich method of
objective enquiry and explanation, even in religious and theological
matters, free from ecclesia ti cal authoriry. 13 The preface is hort,
explaining in plain declarative and mo tly cumulative entences organized into four brief paragraphs the provenance of the manuscript
used as the base-text, the value of the text to the hi tory of Engli h
and Catholic biography, and the likely seventeenth-century author and
corrector of the manuscript. The appendix, mostly a erie of letters by
or about Elizabeth Cary from the seventeenth century illu traring her
fortitude in as erring her faith in the face of familial, civil, and ecclesiastical authority, is pre ented in the same plain, objective tone that the
preface is. The effect of the preface and of the very long appendix of
primary historical documents is to convey the ense of historical
vera ity. imp on needed the biography to be accepted a a primary
historical document because it uggests that lay Catholics had always
been active in church matters, at lea t they had been ince the Reformation. " uch a historical claim directly countered the Ultramontane

" orman , 306.
"On the German or Munich method, see David Carroll, Richard Simpson
as Critic (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977), 6.
" imp on's whole career ha been een a an effort to illuminate the culrural context of rccusants in sixteenth- and sevenrccnth-cenrury, i.e., po tReformation, England (see Carroll, 13 ff.) .
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accusa tio n against the Li beral Catholics rhar they were upstart,
irreverent troublemakers. The Life in context and presented as im pson presented ir provided evidence for his c mention that there exi red
a tradition oflay leadership in the English Catholic C hurch. In fact, it
suggested that uch lay leadership, more than episcopal or even papal
leadership, had been rcspon iblc for the Engli h Catholic C hurch'
survival. If rhe Life were to be admitted as primary, objective historical evidence, Liberal Catholic would have qui re a powerful ba i fo r
their claims for liberty from ecclesiastical restriction . uc.h a text gave
evidentiary support to what Cardinal and Roman Catholic Bishop of
Westminster icholas Patrick W iseman called "'the numerou hell i h
sentiments of the R ambler.'""
In contrast ro impson, Fullerton, twenty-two year later, chose
to accentuate the biography's moral and, she thought, meliorative serviceability. When Fullerton adapted the Life from impson's edition,
the Liberal Catholic movemen t, of which she wa a part, though with
severe reservations, 16 had been long defeated by the outcome of the
Vatican Council (1869-70). Further, Fullerton was at the end of her
life-rhe adaptatio n would be her last publication. H aving always
written melodramatic tales of abu ed wome n who achieve nob le
stature through endurance, faith, and good works, Fullerton would
make he r adaptation of the Life similarly drawn.17 Through writing

"The quote is from Norman, 305, who gets it from Propaganda, Scrith,re
Rifen"te 11ei Congressi, Anglia 16 (1861-63), 303. On W iseman, see Carroll, 74,
n. 14.

"Fullerton was horrified by Acton's defen c of English Catholic laity
against epi copal and papal authority in 1874 (see MacDougall, 132). Fullerton
was sister to Acton's stepfather, Lord Granville.
1
ullerton's most popular historical romance was Too Strange Not lo Be
True, a novel of a French emigre who, although impoverished, managed a
bare ub istence in the wilderness area of Canada (see Le lie tephcn and
Sidney Lee, eds., Dictionary of Natwna/ Biography .from the Earlie1! Times to
1900, 22 vols. [London: Oxford University Press, 1961 1968)). The Feminist
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mostly about women of conscience suffering in hostile environments
Fullerton ga ined the admiration of her C atholic peers, especially
Cardinal John Henry Newman." Because the book came from such a
writer in 1883, audiences understood before reading the Life what the
theme and character would be.
That Fullerton was aware and desirous of propagating the ideals of
female endura nce and accommodation i made clear in her preface to
the L ife. After explaining that biography "appeals wi th far greater
power to the heart and mind" when it fulfill the greatest effort of fiction, namely, the prese ntation to "readers [of] a description of trials,
struggles, and emotion which they them elve have experienced,"
Fullerton asserts that "many a wife and mother will find in the history
of this convert of the seventeenth century, a re emblance with her
own."" In drawing the rese mblance, Fullerton hoped that her prese ntation of the long-suffering and humble C ary would be taken a an
"example offered co th e imitation of all who suffer for justice' [sic]
sake."l<l Fullerton, an heiress with the mate ri al and ocial re ources
to devote herself to philanthropy, traveling, writing, and mourning
the death of her son fo r thirty year , could afford to propagate such
paradoxical and other-worldly ideals as active endurance and active

Comp11riio11 lo Literature in EngliJb: Women Writers from lbe Middle Ages to tbe
Prem,/ (ed. Virginia Blain, Patricia Clements, and I sobel Grundy [ ew

Haven: Yale University Pres , 1990)) says the woman was Peter the Great's
daughter-in- law and that she escaped rhe clutches of her insane, brutal
husband.
1'Besides Cardinal ewman's correspondence with Fullerton, Acton, and
Simpson, see his approving letter to Augustus C raven included in the biography of Fullerton, Life of Lady Georgin11a Fullerton, trans . H enry James
Coleridge (London: Richard Bentley & on, t888). The fullest treatment to
dace of Fullerton is Eli abech Dornseifer, Lady Georgiana Fuller/on (I8rz-I88s}:
A Critical Approach, diss. Univcrsi tat Frciburg, r9671'Fullerton, ed., vii.
,.Fullerton, ed., viii.
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sufferance. And he wa encouraged to do o by her (male) atholic
peers and her (largely female) readership. 11
ln obvious contrast to their nineteenth-century predecessors,
Weller and Fergu on concentrate on the biography' usefulness as "an
ancillary text to Mariam." 11
with the ninereenth-cenrury edition ,
reference to the context of publication and to the introductory material
reveals the projc t ro which the biography is subordinated and made to
erve. Most immediately, the de cription and praise on the back cover
of the 1994 edition indicates that the editor of the play and biography
are intere red in enriching "our knowledge of both dome tic and religious conflict in the seventeenth century" as well as developing our
understanding of the "conflict between the exes." The play, it i alway
confidently assumed, is the text that se rves as the powerful "alert,"
in the words of tephen Greenblatt's blurb, "to the cri i engendered in
a patriarchal society by a woman' uncontrolled tongue and alert a weU
to the violence employed to restore compliant ilence," while the biography serves as an unproblematic supplement that in the words of the
description presumably by Weller and Ferguson, "enlarge the context
of Cary's literary work." The biograp hy helps prove late twentiethcentury femini t and new hi roricist interpretation much the ame
way the biography helped prove nineteenth-century Liberal Catholic
arguments as well a the possibility of adhering to nineteenth-century
ideal oflong- uffering heroines.
" An alternative view of antifcmini t women writers is suggested by
Andrea Broomfield. Placing women writers in broader contexts of economics
and politics, Broomfield show that apparently antifeminist women writers
were responding to pressures larger than individual women could re i t ( ee
her essay 'Walking a Narrow Line: Helen T aylor's Literary ontribution to
the Victorian W omen's Rights Movement," forthcoming in Women's Sh1dies).
Charlotte M. Yonge, in Women NO'Velisls (London: I urst & Blackett, 1897,
rpt. orwood ditions, ,9;,S), insists that Fullerton always wrote for money
to support her charicie , which might explain the anciferninist ideals of her
work, though Yonge also insists that F uUerton wrote from the heart.
/1/cUer and Ferguson, eds., 50 .
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The 1994 introductory treatment of the biography further clarifies
the edirors' purpose and anitude toward the biography. In stark contrast to th e treatment of the play, which receives roughly forty-eigh t
page of attention, the biography receive a little more than two. In
those couple of pages, speculation about the authorship i offered, as
is a description of the manu cript. With respect to the undetermined
author h ip, the editors assert finally that uwe hope ou r readers wiJJ u e
their own interpretive skills to trace, and appreciate the talents of, the
elusive daughter of E lizabe th Cary"D as if interpretive kill were
enough ro trace or identify an elusive author. Of course WeJJer and
Fergu on understand the methodologies of hi corical and textual
scholarship- their historical and textual analyses and e.xpJanations of
Mariam arc without rival. " onetheles , when con idering the biography, these edi tors, as have most Cary critics ro date, fail to appreciate the Life's textual indeterminacy in favor of u ing the biography to
supplement relatively unproblematically their own primary project, the
interpretation of J\llariam as an early modern fcmini r protest against
patriarchal oppres ion. uch is clear in other statements in the introduction, such as " tyli tic nuance seems less crucial to it [the Life ]

value.""
Perceiving the primary project to which each editor or adaptor
ubordinated the Life, we begin to appreciate the ignificance of the

eUer and Ferguson, eds., 48.
" Most of the reviewer of the edition agree with my opinion of the
edi torial reliability of the play. cc, for instance, the reviews by Donald V\f.
Foster (English Language Notes 33 [,995]: 83-85); Marianne ovy (Shakespeare
Quarterly 46 [1995): 365-67); and ara Jayne teen (Renaissance Quarterly
50 [1 997]: 658-59). For an addition to Weller and Ferguson' bibliographical work, see tephanie J. Wright, ed., The Tragedy of Mariam, The Fair
Queen of]ew,y, by Elizabeth Cary, Renaissance Texts and rudie (Keele:
Keele University Press, i996), who finds rwo more extant copies for her
collation.
leUer and Ferguson, eds., 50.
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substantive tcxrual differences among the printed texts."' A compari on
of any given passage among the three printed texts reveals such divergent paragraphing and sentence construction that theme and character

" By substantive change or difference, ] mean ignificant semantic and
literary difference even though many such differences arise from what
appear to be accidental alterations. That is, bibliographers rake "substantive
change" to include hangcs in the words of a text, while "a cidenral alterations" include capitalization, italiciza ti on, punctuation, and pelling (see
Philip Gaskell, A New lntroductilm to Bibliography [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972], 339). The text of the manu cript biography of Cary, though,
presents interesting problems to the editor insomuch as the editor cannot approach it with bibJjographical principles because it is not a book.
Approaching the rexr as a manuscript i al o problematic becau ewe cannot
be sure of it sta te in relation to possible intentions for publication, though it
does appear to be the consen us rhar the manu cripr was for coterie circulation. As a coterie rexr, and the only one extant, "accidental • become substantive. The challenge is ro theorize early modern reading of such coterie
texts: How did readers punctuate as they read? How rud reader perceive
seman tic, rhetorical, performative, and literary changes in the document?
Some such theorizing has begun. On the internet, see the list erv provided
by SHARP, the Society for the History of Authorship, Reading & Publishing, homepage: <http://www.indiana.edu/~sharp/>. In print, cc, The Culture
of Print: Power and the Um of Print in Early Modern Europe, ed . Roger
Chartier, tran . Lydia G. Cockranc (Princeton: Princeton Unjvcr ity Press,
1989); Margaret J. M. Ezell, The Patriarch's Wift: literary Evidence and the
Hi,tory of the Family (Chapel HiU : University of orth arolina Pres, 1987);
Mary H obb , "Early evenreen th -Cenrury Verse Miscellanic and Their
Value for Textual Editors," in English Ma11wcrip1 Studies uoo-1700, vol. 1,
ed. Peter Beal and Jeremy Griffiths (Oxford: Ba ii Blackwood, 1989), 182210; 1ary Ellen Lamb, Gender and Authorship in the Sidney Circle (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Pre s, 1990); Harold Love, Scribal Publication in
Sevmteenth-Cmtury E11gla11d (Oxford: Clarendon Pre s, 1993); Arthur F.
Marotti, j oh11 Dom,e: Coterie Poet (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1986); Arthur F. Marotti, Manuscript, Print, and the English Rmaisrance Lyric
(Jthaca: Cornell niversiry Press, 1995); and Wendy Wall, The Imprint of
Gender: Authorship a11d Publication in the English Rmaissanu (Ithaca: CorncU
University Press, 1993).
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are shaped in definite and divergent ways. The three ed itions can have
such divergent paragraphs and sentences for two reasons. First, in the
case of Fullerton, hers is an adaptation derived from Simpson's edition.
Second, in the ca es of Simpson as well as Weller and Ferguson, the
manuscript that both use a ba e-text appears to be written without
consistently dear ind ications of paragraphing and with very indetermina te punctuation for its very long se ntences." Though generally
assumed to have been intended for coterie circulation, as were most of
the other works of D ame C lementia and Patrick Cary," the manuript as an unfinished or at least unperfccted draft i trongly uggested
by it deletion marks and marginal annotation .
"For descriptions of the manuscri pt 1 have referred primari ly to the
descriptions of Simpson, \l\leUer and Ferg,., on, and of an anonymous reviewer
who had her or his own photocopy. With as much discrepancy as obtains in
the c description , it becomes clear that a documentary edition of the manuscript is needed, a suggestion I make in the conclusion of thi e ay. In an
effort to duplicate what most scholars and critics have reasonably available to
them, I have resisted trying to consult the manu cript directly or examining a
photocopy that is more available to me th an the original i .
The manuscript, according ro all reports, testifies to at least rwo hands:
the primary one belongs ro one of the four convenrual daughter , pcrhap
nn e, Dame Clementia, and the second hand belongs to an editor, who has
been taken to be Cary's second to last son, Patrick. The edi torial hand strikes
and inserts material into the Row of the text. truck material is represented
in angle brackets in the course of W eUer and Ferguson's text, wh i h graphic.Uy indicate the context of the struck material. imp on leaves this material
our of his edition. M aterial marked to be inserted into the text i placed in
footnotes in W elle r and Ferguson, while Simpson place such material
in quare brackets in the course of the text. Weller and Ferg,.1son highlight
the daugh ter's contributions and subord inate the second hand's. Simpson
privileges rhe second hand's contribution ei ther becau e he believes the contribution belong to a man or because he see the text as a collaborative effort
and strives to present the collaborative product.
" On D ame Clementia' work and status as "an unsung hero of women's
literary history," see Foster, esp. n. 8. On Patrick Cary's work, ee Sister
Veronica D e.lany's edi tion of The Poems of Patrick Cary (Oxford: C larendon
Pre s, 1978).
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Because Fullerton's version is an adaptation, which rearranges and
revises expres ions thoroughly, and because Fullerton bases her adaptation on Simpson's edition I will focus firs t on the contrast between the
two edi tions that use the seventeenth-century manu crip t a ba e- text,
and then I will exami ne the effects of Fullerton's changes. I will focus
firs t on the two edited printings of the manuscrip t ( irnpson's and
Weller and Fergu on' edition ) becau e they arc the two important
ones with respect co Cary scholarship in that they profess to be-and
have been taken to be-historically and textually reliable repre entation of the manuscript. 29
''The following critics have relied, with varying expression of caution,
upon impson's edition a a reliable representation of the manuscript: Ros
Ba!Jaster, "The First Female Dramatists," in Women and Literature i11 Britain
1500 - 1700, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge:
ambridgc Un iver ity Pre ,
1996), 26r90; Elaine Beilin, "Elizabeth Cary and The Tragedy of Mariam,"
Papers on la11guage and literature 16 (1980): 45- 6'h Elaine Beilin, Redeeming
Eve: Women Writers of the E11glish Renaissance (Prince ton: Princeton niversity Press, r987); Margaret W . Ferguson, "Running on with Almost Publi
Voice: The Case of 'E.C.,"' in Traditio11s and the Talents of Women, ed.
Floren e Howe (Urbana: University of Illinoi Pre s, 1991), 3r67; Margaret
Vt/. Ferguson, "The Spectre of Resistance: The Tragedy of Mariam (1613)," in

Staging the Renaissance: Rei11terprelatio11 of Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama,
ed. David Scott Kastan and Peter Srallybra s
ew York: Routledge, 1991),
235-50; Donald W . Foster, "Resurrecting the Au thor: Elizabeth Tanficld
Cary," in Priv ilegi11g Gender in Early Moder11 E11gla11d, ed. Jean R. Brink,
vol. 23 of Si.~temth Century Essays and Studies (Kirksville, Mo.: Sixteenth Century Journal Publishers, 1993), 1411 3; Gwynne Kennedy, "Lessons of the
'Schoole of wisdome,'" in Sexuality n11d Politics in Renaissance Drama, ed.
Carole Levin and Karen Robenson, vol. 10 of Studies in Renaissance Literature
(Lewiston: Edwin 1ellen Press, 199r), n --:36; Tina Krontiris, " tyle and
Gender in Elizabeth Cary's Edward 11," in The Renai.ssa11c, E11gli,hwoma11 i11
Print: Counterbalancing the Canrm, ed. Anne 1. Haselkorn and Berty . Travitsky (Amherst: University of 1assachusetts Press, 1990); David Lunn, "Elizabeth Cary, Lady Falkland," Royal Stuart Papers n (1977): 1-ro; ancy Corron
Pear e, "Elizabeth Cary, Rcnais ancc Playwright," Texas ntdies in Language
and Literature 18 (1977): 601-8; Lou ise chleiner, "Lady Falkland' Reentry
into Writi11g: Anglo- arholic D iscourse and H er Edward 11 as H i torical
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To contextu alize the an alysi of the divergent effects of paragraphi ng and en tence prese ntation, it is helpfu l to foreground Weller
and Ferguson's de cription of the man uscript and of their edi tori al
pro edu re. The editors explain:

Fiction," in The Witness of Times: Ma11iftstations of Ideology in SeventemthCenlury England, ed. Katherine Z. Keller and Gerald J . S hi.flhorst (Pittsburgh: D uquesne University Pres , 1994), 201-17, Loui c chleiner, Tudor and
Stuart Women Wrilm (Bloomingron: l ndiana University Pre s, 1994); Marta
traznick1•, '"Profane roical Paradoxes': The Tragedy of Mariam and idnean
C loset D rama," ELR 14.1 (1994): 104-34; Beery S. Travi c ky, "The Feme
Covert in Elizabeth Cary's Mariam," in Ambiguous Realities: Women i11 the
Middle Ages and Renai,sa11ce, ed. arolc Levin and Jeanie W atson (D etroit:
W ayne care University Press, 19 7), 184-96; Betty . Travitsky, "H u bandMurder and Petey T rea on in English Renaissance Tragedy," Renai11a11ce
Drama 11 (1990): 171-98; Berey . T ravit ky, The Paradise of Women: Writings
by Englishwomen ofthe Renaissrmce (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Pre s, 1981;
rpr. ew York: Columbia University P ress, 1989); and Kim W alker, Women
Writers ofthe English Renaissance (1 ew York: T wayne Publishers, 1996).
Those who reference both Simpson's edition as well as FuUercon's adaptation includ e D ym pna Callaghan, "Re- Reading E lizabeth Cary's The
Tragedy of Mariam, Faire Queme ofJewry," in Women, •Race,• a11d Writing i11
the Early Modern Puiod, ed. asgo H endricks and Patricia Parker (New
York: Routledge, 1994), 16317; Tina Krontiris, Oppo,itional Voices: Women OJ
Writers 011d Translntors of Litera/11re i11 the English Renais,a11ce (London:
Routledge, 1991); Laurie J. Shannon, "The Tragedie of Mariam: Casy' Critique of the Te rms of Founding ocial D iscourse ," ELR 24.1 (1994): 135- 53;
T ravicsk-y, "H usband-Murder and Percy Treason"; and D . R. Woolf, "The
T rue D ace and Authorship of H enry, Vi count Falkland's 1-/iJtory ofthe Lift,
Reign and Death of King Edward 11," Bodleian Library Record 12 (1988):
440-51.
ome have begun co rely upon Weller and Ferguson' edjtion, including
Gwynne Kennedy, "Reform or Rebellion?: The Limit of Female uthoricy
in Elizabeth Cary's The History ofthe Lift, Reign, and Death of Edward ll," in
Political Rhetoric, Power, a11d Re11aissanu Women, ed. Carole Levin and Patricia A. ullivan (Albany: State University of 1ew York Pre , ,995), zo5-z2;
Naomi J. Miller, Changing the ubject: Mary Wroth and Figuratiom of Gender
in Early Modem England (Lexington: Univer icy Pres of Kentucky, 1996)·
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W e have divided the rext of the life into paragra ph for
greater ea e of reading. The syntactical boundaries berween
se nrenccs arc loo er than they would be in a historically later,
or perhaps more public and formal, text, bur we have nor fo llowed the example of the ninerccnth-ccnrury version of the
biography [i.e., impson's], which broke the /low of enren es
into smaller units.,.
From the description by Weller and Ferguson, a number of inferences
arc reasonable. Fir t, explaining that they have divided the text into
paragraphs suggests that the manu cript is without paragraphs, or at
least that the manu scrip t's paragraphing is no r co n i re nt a nd clear.
eco nd, the comment abo ut the I ose syntactical boundaries being
preserved in their editio n more than in imp on' ugge t that W eller

aomi J. Miller, "Domcsti Politics in Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedy of
M ariam," SEL 37 (1997): 35r69; and Karen L. Raber, "Gender and Political
ubje r in The Tragedy ofMariam," SEL 35 (1995): 321-43.
While some, including Callaghan, hannon, T ravirsky (" H u band Murder"), and W eller and Ferguson (in the introduction to their edition of
Mariam and the Lift), register hesitancy in relying olely on imp on's edition of the Lift, only ancy A. Gutierrez, in "Valuing Mariam: Genre rudy
an d Feminist Analysis," Tulsa Studies in Women 's Literature 10.2 [Fall 1991]:
233-51), and Maureen Qyilljgan, in " raging Gender: William Shakespeare
and Elizabeth Cary," in exuality and Gender in Early Modem Europe: Imtitutes, Texts, I mages, ed. James Gramham T urncr (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993), 208-32, leave the biography entirely in favor of
tracing clues offered by Cary's work and its cmiotic relation with other contemporaneous literary and cu ltural cxpres ions and values. And, finally, only
Barbara Kiefer Lewal ki , in Writing Women, makes use of impson's edition
of the biography in con canr relation to the other known primary sources
available. Further, Lewal ki is e>.tremely circumspect in her reliance on rhe
filial life. Hence, to date, the mo r reliable modern biographical figuration
of Elizabeth Tan£eld Cary arc those of Gutierrez, Q uilligan, and, especially
Lewalski.
cller and Fer!,>1.1 on, eds., 51.
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and Fcrgu on's edition should present fewer immediately coherent
phrases, clauses, and sentences than impson' edition does. Their edition i to be taken t be uperior ro imp on's because it accommodate
modern expectations for overall narrative flow in its paragraphing,
while it pre crve early modern syntactical boundaries of a private,
informal, or at least unperfected draft.
With such textual prin iples in mind we can interrogate the effect.
of the actual textual representations. A ompari on of the description of
the aftermath of Cary' uccessfu1 plot to steal her two youngest children away to the Benedictine Convent in Paris illu traces the divergent
effects paragraphing and entcnce con trucrion have on theme and
cl1aracterization. The aftermath of Cary's successful kidnapping of her
child.ren is described on page 106 to m in impson's edition and on
page 262 to 266 in Weller and Fergu on's edition. imp on does not
paragraph the description nearly a much a Weller and Ferguson do.
1n fact, impson present most of the epi ode-the conceptualization
of the plan to kidnap the boy , it implementation, the first part of the
aftermath, and the effect on the boys----as one paragraph, which begins
on page 94 and ends on page 107. The effect on Cary is covered in one
paragraph beginning on page 107 and ending on page m. In contrast,
Weller and Ferguson break the entire episode up into fifteen paragraphs (253-66). The effect on ary, covered in one parag raph in
impson, is presented in three paragraphs in Weller and Fer uson
(263-66).
Focusing on the part of the episode that describes the effect on
Cary exp se the divergent textual suggestions made by pre enting the
narrative in one paragraph ver us t.hree. The one paragraph in imp on
conveys a rather di sorienting effect that is re olved mostly by reader
attention to the mo t coherent part of the paragraph, the last and
longest part, beginning a little less than half-way through the paragraph. The fir t part of the paragraph describes Cary's truggle against
the plague, consumption, and poverty, interrupted briefly by relatively
incoherent de criptions of her charitable and literary work. By far the
longest part of the paragraph describes, in philosophical terms, her
humble fortitude in having to rely on increasingly contemptuou
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friends fo r material support. The paragraph closes with a description
of the mercy and kindness offered co Cary by her clde t on, his wife,
and his mother-in-law. One is moved by the paragraph's depiction of
ary's capacity to suffer and by the tendernes with which she-a
famou recusant-was magnanimou ly cared for by her devoutly
Protestant in-law. It becomes clear Gods providence, or "God's assistance" in the paragraph's word ," enabled her to endure her affijction
as it also brought her the tenderest of aid fr m the most unexpected
quarters.
By contras t, in dividing the vignette into three paragraph , Weller
and Ferguson achieve a very different thematic effect. The longest,
final part of Simpson's paragraph is left as a third paragraph, bur the
first part f imp on's paragraph become two, the first longer than
the second. The first paragraph in \Neller and Fcrgu n ha the effect
of empha izing ary's independence. Fir t ary successfully negotiated the plague de pite her poverty, next she achieved a warm reconciliation with her angry elde t on in a manner that eleva ted her social
digni ty, and the n she set down to translate all of the Cardinal of
Perren's works. T he econd paragraph, which i quite hort, has the
effect of further stressing Cary's inte!Jectual dedication and tamina.
Despite her advanced tuberculosis, Cary committed her elf to "setting
poor fo lks on work with yarn and wool for the entertainment of her
thoughts and time" wh ile "her whole employment wa writing and
reading."" In dividing the e two paragraphs off from the longer
portion presented in their third paragraph, Weller and Fergu on hape
the theme away from suggesting that God' providence works through
e!Ress, humble, and suffering women, cowards the much more mod ern and feminist ideal that highly independent, elf-confident, intellectual, and indu triou women work despite o ial and phy ical
ob tacles. The third paragraph, fo!Jowing two paragraphs that serve to
create a defini te image of a dignified and independent woman, al o
loses much of the sense of illustrating the workings of providence in
" impson, ed., 107.
" Weller and Fergu on, ed ., 264.
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favor of becoming a philosophical paragraph that appears to how the
self-assuredness C ary evinced in the last years of her life. While
imp on's paragraph, by running everything together, ha the effect of
overwhelming the reader with the adne of Cary's miserable, bu :
Christian, demi e, Weller and Fergusons three paragraph have the
effect of separating and emphasizing Cary's ccuJar activities. uch a
separation and emphasi encourages comparison between the Cary of
the biography and the Mariam of the play, which b cures the biographer's vision in favor fa vi ion expre ed by a youthful Cary and
de ired by modern critics.
Be ides shaping the theme with their paragraphing deci ions, the
editors of the two editions of the manuscript shape characterization
with the division and punctuation of the cnrence . Returning to the
ame episode, we notice that although v\leller and Ferguson create a
paragraph to accentuate their thematic idea, they do make fewer hort
synta ti al units than does impson. For instance, in the part of the
sentence de cribing Cary's reduced circumstances once all her children
had become absent from her, \,Veller and Ferguson's edition lacks a reference and two commas impson's edi tion provides. The effect of the
lack/supplemenr-Weller and Ferguson lack what imp on upplements--i a repre. entatively ubtle instance of how Cary's character i
shaped by editorial emendations. Here are the clau e in question:
imp on
.. . upon whi h he wa set by Father [Francis], and nor long
after, her children beginning to retire from her for the last,
either being gone, or removed from her toward going, over,
she more frequently and generally than ever (as being more
free ) sought supply in her occas ion from others; which
though, by degrees and some use, it might be made the more
easy to her; and more o, by the experience and knowledge
she had how much human condition i ubject to the humiliation of obligations; [.]11
u impson, ed., 108-9.
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Weller and Fergu on
And not long after, her children beginning to retire from her
for the last, either being gone (or removed from her towards
going) over, she more <than> frequently and generally than
ever (as being more free) sought supply in her occa ion from
others; which, though by degrees and ome use it might be
made the more easy to her, and more so by the experience and
knowledge he had how much human condition is subject to
the humiliation of obligation ; [.]"
Bccau c imp on doe not break the episode into paragraph , hi
edition provides a contextual reference to "Father [Francis]" as an
active agent influencing Cary-Father Francis "set" or directed Cary
to translate Blosius-in the relative clau e preceding the clause under
consideration. The independen t clau e presented here, then, i compounded to the previou clau e, which suggests Cary's malleability to
God 's will throug h God 's prie t . In uch a compounded co ntext,
Cary's lack of agency is co nveyed; th at is, both in the main and
dependent clauses quoted, Cary i a gra mmatical subject that has no
control, except to eek to supply her lack in other . The punctuation
impson provide accentuate the characterization of Cary as a subject
acted upon and lacking determinjng agency. Simp on' u e of comma
following "gone" and "going," in contrast to Weller and Ferguson's
lack of co mm a and use of parenthese , dissociate her activity of begg ing from the children' agency or removal from her. In contrast,
Weller and Ferguson' lack of preceding clausal reference, becau e
they begin a new paragraph, and their lack of commas and use of
parenthe e focus on the ubject of the independent clau e--" he"whj ch increases reader awaren ess f Cary a grammatical as well as
personal ubject and agent.
imilar refocusing of grammatic al and operative subjectivity i
accomplished in the final part of the quote, broken in two by a semicolon in impson and left as a single unit in Weller and Ferguson.
"WeUer and Ferguson, eds., 264.
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impson's puncniation focuse attenti n on "it" and "the experience
an d knowledge." In contras t, W eller and Ferguson's punctu ation
focu es on "to her," because the clau e is left o long and unclear a to
the parameters of the subord inati ng sense introd uced by "though,"
and on " he had," becau e of the lack of punctual pau e preceding it,
as Simpson provides after "so." Such focusing pervades both editi ons
and largely accounts for the very different characterizations of Elizabeth Cary. impson's characterization reveal a rrong woman, but
one who is acted upon and who willingly accepts G od's will. Weller
and Ferguson's characterization reveals a trong woman, but one who
i more a tive in the world than Simpson's.
uc h effec t on theme and characterizati on occasioned by the
divergent printed textual represe ntations may in many instances be justified by the original manu cripr; th at i , one of the editions may in
many instances accurately follow the base-text but no one can know
given the deliberate decision to withhold "fu.11 commentary n editorial
procedure," something both Simpson as well as Weller and Fergu on
do. " W e can know, though, tha t neither impson nor Weller and
Ferguson follow the original manuscript meticulously because they tell
us as much in their introductory comments to their editions. 36 Weller
and Ferguson, in their paragraphing, may be dupli aci ng the manuscr ipt's paragrap hing, but wc can not know this, and, given their
comment about dividing "the text of the Lift into paragraph for
greater case of reading" and the significant contrast with Simpson's

" Weller and Ferguson, eds., 50.
"'I have already quoted and described most of Weller and Ferguson's
explanations. irnpson explains only that
the wri1er i clearly one of Lady Falkland' four daughter,;, a pcn;on of a
strong and analytical mind, with mud, of the capacity of her mother,
though with none of her graces of style. The M . was afterwards
reviewed by Patrick a,y, one of Lady Falkland's you nger children, who
erased several passages whicl, he considered too feminine, and added a
few notes and sentences of his own; the latter I have incorporated with
the teen, between square brackets. (vi)
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paragraphing, it i only reasonable to a ume that they have created
paragraph . imilarly, in the repre enration of ynractical boundarie ,
Weller and Fergu on may be accurately presenting the manuscript,
but, given the ambiguity about exactly what punctuative principles
they followed, except to indicate that they "have modernized the Life
in accordance with the principle applied to Mariam,' which included
modernizing the punctuation,,, and given the marked contrast with
impson, it i reasonable to a ume that they have emended the text.
A more extreme instance of textual emendation i Fu.llerron's
adaptation of impso n' edition. While few critics have relied on
the adaptation for biographical uppon,ll and while few are likely to
do so, the adaptation' figurations arc intere ting in further illu crating
the effects on theme and character occasioned by textua.l changes, as
well as in documenting one nineteenth-century woman's compli ity in
propagating antifeminist ideal of women.
ary's plot to tea.I her rwo youngest children i pre ented by
Fullerton as a chapter, Chapter Xlll, "Patrick and Placid Cary's escape
from Few [sic]." ignilicantly, the chapter close with the description

' "leller and Fergu on, eds., 50. The Appendix B, rhe Textual Collation
for Mariam, is meticulous in recording "both substantive emendation adopted
by thi edition and its departure from the spelling and punctuation of the 1613
text" (283), which, when considering the l ift, sugge ts that similar, but
unmarked, emendations were made to the biography.
andra K. Fischer, "Elizabeth Cary and Tyranny, Domestic and Religious," in ilent But far the Word: Tudor Women tlJ Patro11s, Translators, a11d
Writer, of Religiour Work, ed. Margaret P. Hannay (Kent, Ohio: Kent rate
Univer iry Pre , 1985), 225-"37, i the on.ly noteworthy commen tator to rely
upon Fullerton, although Kim Walker (Wom,11 Writers of the English Rmaisftlnce) , who mostly relics upon impson, also quotes from Fullerton when
Flillerton prm~des wording more supportive of her view of Cary. ee note 29
for an outline of critics who re.ly on the otl1er printed texts. Curiously, few
crirics see much difference between Fullerton's adaptation and Simpson's
edition. Lcwalski succinctly expresses what appear to be the common opinion: "Georgiana Fullerton's biography . . . follow the daughter's account very
closely (Writing Women, 383, n. 6).
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of the effect on the boys, leaving the de ription of the effect on Cary
for the next and final chapter, Chapter XIV, "The last years of Lady
Falkland'; life," thus givi ng rhe epi ode its own chap ter. The actual
eve nts are described in thirteen page , preceded by nine pages that
serve narratively to si tuate the dramatic event. The initial nine page
present Cary a poor yer re ourcefu.l and describe the religious danger
the boy were exposed to ar Gre ar Tew under the guardian hip of their
eldest brother, Luciu
ar 2nd Viscount Falkland and his friend,
William h illingworth. The context makes Cary's effort admirable
and, to a Catholic audience, necessary. In dividing the effect on Cary
from the episode by placing the effect at the beginning of the following chapter, Fullerton highlight the suggestion that Providence works
for aU rclatively powerless Catholic , in thi ca e the two young boys
and then, after a chapter break for emphasis, the con umptive, impoverished widow. uch i Fullerton' "example offered to the imitation of
all who suffer for justice [sic] sake.""
earching for the description of Cary' begging for upport after
her children's removal from her, we find that Fullerton quotes impson's edition at length in the final c hapter. The cha nge Fullerton
introduces to the quote are meant to make the sentences acce ible to
nineteenth-century reader ,"' but they also reveal the rt of haracrer
Fullerton wi hed to hold up to her female Catholic reader . Fullerton
quotes the clauses as foll ws:
She had more than ever to seek supply in her occasions from
other , and use may have made it ea ier to her, who had
passed through o many change , and allayed that inclination
to pride that would abhor such a proceeding, yet no doubt she
cou ld never have brought herself to do it, had she not offered
it to God as a hum iliation, and from a ense of the much
" FuUcrton, ed., viii.
"' Fullerton explain in her preface, part of her purpose in writing the
adaptation of impson' edition was "to di entangle the derails and pre ent
them in consecutive order and connexion" (viii).
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greater justice there is in begging than in borrowing, and as a
willing submission to His dispositions."
The modiiication of the clauses is achieved by conden ing a much
longer section in impson. In impson, much more is left textually
indeterminate or suggestive in the pa age, while in Fullerton, Cary is
hown to pos e , through experience, the knowledge that makes her
able to beg \vi.th humble dignity. \,VruJe uch characterization of ary
can be e.xrracted from Simpson's edition, it is not the only characterization, or even the mo t immediately suggested, unless one is looking for
uch a characterization. In the complex-compound entence Fullerton
create from the serie of relatively convoluted clause and phrases in
impson's edition, Cary i the grammati al and ubjective subject.
Cary is the " ubjective" subject of the sentence in that she i not, as
in Weller and Fergu on, an "operative" ubject, but he i not quite
as passive or receptive as in imp on. Cary i not focu ed upon as
an agent in Fullerton as much as a subjective con ciousnc s. This
grammatical and subjective depiction is achieved by making Cary the
ubject of the two main clauses of the compounded complex clauses
and, further, by accumulating de cription of Cary's consciousness in
paratactically related subordinate clauses. uch cognizan e of God '
"dispositions" and desire enable Cary to beg with humility and dignity, and such a character is exactly tl1e sort of model Fullerton wished
to provide for "many a wife and mother.""
The e contra t in theme and characterization occasioned by
editorial and adaptive emendations suggest the u efulne of each f
the printed texts. For cholars, the nineteenth -centu ry texts can erve
as references for contextualizing early Cary critici m. H avi ng nece sarily relied on these nineteenth-century texts for biographical information, most criticism of Cary's work ro date an be under t od more
" Fullerton, ed., 261. Fullerton doc pre enc the passage I quote a a
quote from Simpson's edition, despite the obvious modi£cations. Fullerton's
modified "quotes" increase in number in the latter half of her adaptation.
''Fullerton, ed., vii.
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self-consciously as, in part, influenced by them. They can also be
explored for their semiotic significance in relatio n to the Liberal
Catholic Movement and gender regulations of the Victorian period.
As for Weller and Ferguson's edition, the u efulne i clear: it is a
superb teaching text. Mo t significantly, Weller and Ferguson's edition
make the ve ry difficult seventeenth-century manu cript a ce ible
even to lower-division student . By acces ible, I mean that student
can readily get a copy of the Life, even if they are nor at a research university, and that tudent ' late twentieth-century expectations for
typ graphy, mechanics, punctuation, and coherence are accommodated
enough to allow comprehension. The edition enhance irs value by
providing a judicious chronology of the significant events of Cary'
life, by presenting footnotes offering hi rorical, rexrual, and literary
guidance, and by offering a fine selected bibliography. Finally, Weller
and Ferguson's edition is ideal for tl1e cla room becau e it performs
the pedagogically app r priate function, especially for undergraduate
cou rses, of supplementing the dramatic text Mariam.
Though an excel.lent teaching edition, Weller and Ferguson's edition of the Life should be upplemented for cholarly purposes. Recognizing how all of the printed texts hape the content according to
the historically conditioned primary projects, scholar are in need of
a diplomatic edition of the seventeenth-century manuscript. A diplomatic edition certainly would offer thematic and characterizing constructions that support a primary project, but the constructions and
the primary proje t wou ld be those of the seventeenth-century
author/s and not tho e of later editors and communities. Further, a
diplomatic edition would permit a wider community of cholars the
opportunity to analy-t;e and appreciate the writing of another important and fascinating early modern English woman author. From such
analy i would come more circumspect or more textually authoritative
biographical context for figuring the life of Elizabeth Cary and for
in terpreting her work.
Until a diplomatic edition of the valuable and unique manuscript
is published, mere are many tlungs critics can and should do with the
printed texts available. Mosr significantly, critic of the play Mariam
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mu t more thoroughly interrogate and qualify their biographical interpretation of the play by recognizing the construction of life and personality offered by the edition or adaptation of the biography they
use. As attractive as the printed texts may be, it i difficult to justify
using a text shaped by nineteenth- or late twentieth-century valuesregardless of how noble the value may be-to "prove" a sertion
about seventeenth-century life. As for the Lift, cholar can begin to
put it into the context of other such Lives of the period, though these
ort of projects will accentuate the need for a diplomatic edition.
Finally, for biographical purposes, scholars and critic can understand
that d1e existing printed texts can still be u eel as references for general
impressions of Cary' per onality. For more pecific and localized
facts scholar can refer to Kurt Weber and J. A. R. Marrion" until
bibliographics of Cary-related material can be formulated and published and until scholarly biographic of her can be written....
Margaret Ezell maintain , there is a ma of material related to early modern women writers of England, material dut po es an epistemological
and Literary challenge to u . We hould mccr that challenge rather
than evade it, which means we must contextualize early modern texts
with other contemporaneou text and desires. ln hort, we mu t be
vigilant in looking for hi torical difference '' if we are really to enable
these valuable voices to speak for them elves as well as for and to us...
''Kurr Weber, Lucius Cary Second Viscount Falkland ( ew York: AM
Pres , 1967). J. A. R. arriott, The Life and Times of Lucius Cary Viscount
Falkland, 2d ed. (London: Methuen, 1907/r908).
"' ome important sources are listed by Lewalski in Writing Women, 384,
n. 10.
" ec .Ezell, The Patriarch's Wife and, e pecially, Margaret J. M. Ezell,
Writing Womm ·s Literary H istory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkin University
Press, 1993).
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